























































































　・CT - other & gap語：






















である。これらについて、CT - other語、CT - gap語、CT - other & gap語ごとに分析を進
めていくことにした。
　また調査資料としては、I-JASのデータを利用する。I-JASとは、国立国語研究所が開発







































































































4.1.3．CT - other & gap語















　次に、2字以上の漢字から成る複漢字名詞について、CT - other語、CT - gap語、CT - 
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4.2.3．CT - other & gap語











　　　　　　　　CT - other & gap語「声（22/228）」、「箱（119/130）」、「門（7/12）」
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日本語を学習する中国語母語話者が誤用を産出しやすい漢字名詞の特徴について
Characteristics of problematic Kanji nouns for Chinese 
native speakers studying Japanese
Kaoru YAMAGUCHI
Abstract
　 When Chinese native speakers studying Japanese produce nouns written in Kanji, 
what kind of words are liable to be produced improperly? In order to explore this 
research question, I focused on CT-word (Carefully Transferrable words) nouns written 
in Kanji at the fourth-level listed in Komuro (2019), exploring how they are produced 
using the data of 250 Chinese native speakers from the I-JAS corpus.
　 Words like “man, water, voice, box, gate, tomorrow, student, everything, problem” are 
liable to be used improperly by Chinese native speakers.  Most of these words are 
classified as “CT-gap words” – although the word form is the same, there is a gap in 
meaning or usage between Japanese and Chinese – especially “B2 type” nouns, in which 
the range meanings in Chinese is wider than that of Japanese.  Such errors arise when 
Chinese native speakers use CT-gap words with the original Chinese meaning when 
speaking Japanese, when there is a gap between the Japanese and Chinese meanings.
Key Words: Chinese native speaker, fourth-level Kanji nouns, CT-gap word, I-JAS
